
 10 TIPS  
& TRICKS
FOR EARNING 
YOUR BSN ONLINE
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1. Time Management—in order to know how 
much time you’ll have per week to devote 
to courses, take a week before the semester 
begins and log your time. You should expect 
to spend 9 to 12 hours per week on each 3 
credit online course.

2. Establish a Routine—set aside specific 
days and times each week to focus on  
your coursework.

3. Course Organization—try to review all 
syllabi and organize your deadline at the 
beginning of the semester by placing the 
deadlines in your e-calendar and setting 
reminders for 1 to 2 days before assignments 
are due.

4. Communication—life happens, so be 
proactive and speak with your instructor 
about any issues that might impact your 
success, including unclear aspects about the 
course, deadlines, and life events.

5. Participate—assert your presence 
in each online course. Log in regularly, 
contribute to discussion boards, and check 
your email for important updates.

6. Set Academic Goals—these can range 
from earning a certain GPA, improving skill 
sets, making the dean’s list, or planning a 
timeline for graduation.

7. Making Time for You—juggling 
work, school, and a personal life can be 
overwhelming, so it’s important to dedicate 
some “me” time in your week to do 
something that you enjoy.

8. Network—connect with your peers by 
initiating online study groups, speak with 
career services about your professional 
endeavors, and get to know your professors 
as letters of recommendation can be 
important come graduation.

9. Learn to Ask for Help—everyone needs a 
little support sometimes. Reach out to your 
instructor if you need additional assistance, 
take advantage of tutoring opportunities, or 
have someone review your work before you 
submit it.

10. Overwhelmed—try to deal with the here 
and now. Take a deep breath, contact your 
advisor if needed, and remind yourself of the 
ultimate goal—earning your BSN!


